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About This Game

This is an engrossing educational game with vivid EGA/VGA graphics and support for Adlib and Sound Blaster. Using the Duke
Nukem graphical system, Word Rescue has state-of-the-art dual-screen scrolling graphics similar to what's seen on the Super

Nintendo and Sega Genesis home gaming systems. Even "grown-ups" will like Word Rescue!

Play as either a girl or a boy. Visit amazing locations on your word-finding adventure, as you hunt for missing words. Dark
caves, rocky cliffs, deserts, happy towns, haunted houses, funny factories and creepy dungeons are just some of the places you'll

explore.

Features

Progress Through Play: Educational software that's fun to play and designed for a range of players of all ages!

A World of Words: Three unique multi-level adventures, with 330 words to rescue.

Everybody's Included: Choose whether to play a girl or a boy character.

Comprehensive Learning: Learn reading, spelling, word meanings, and logic-solving.

Save Your Progress: Save and restore your progress and use the built-in help and high score list.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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This is a 3d HOG. And not true 3d either. You can adjust how you look at a scene 3 ways. I beat this game but honestly thinking
back I didn't really like it. I'm going to give a positive review but I'm warning you it might not be your cup of tea..
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Game is simple, great music and colourful gameplay. This game is a gem. Well polished. Easy yet a lot of strategy involved. I
hope this one catches on. I have played MP finally and am hoping there is a base to keep this game afloat. Tons of Fun!. This
game is an amazing single player wizard simulator, with uber-hard difficulty. I've been stuck at Anor Londo for roughly 93 days
now and there's no sign of progression for me. However, this game makes me channel my inner Harry Potter, and feel strength
inside of me like my favorite Afro-Latina character Hermione, who is lesbian and powerful (J.K. Rowling told me herself). In
conclusion, be prepared to laugh at every amazing joke thrown at you by Gaybuscus, and embark on an epic wizard journey.

9\/10

They did not play nugget in a biscuit >:(. so... episode 1 is abysmilly short i really can't suggest playing it right now but you
should buy it and wait awhile so you get a more worth while expeirence. seriously i was watching a youtube video while playing
this and the video is still going on while i write this.. Buying this game is the equivalent of paying someone to hurt you and then
have them mock you when you try and fight back.

Would recommend.. The most relaxing game among NEXT series.. Zen Bound 2 is surprisingly accurate to its title; a relaxing
puzzle game where you bind wooden figures in rope. Simple controls, and a easy to learn difficult to master type gameplay, this
title is a great little thing to pick up with the idea of relaxing and maticulate puzzling in mind. It can become a genuine challenge
on certain levels, but is definitely doable and has its own levels of achievement you can strive for. Could add more depth to the
puzzles and variation, but worth the purchase price, even moreso on sale. 7/10
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Might not be what one would expect with spaceships as the ships can regen health rapidly and you wont really see slow moving
ships slugging it out. Rather you are more likely to find more agile ships densely packed with weapons and other equipment.
The map generation is great and it really seems like an ecosystem with plants providing resources and ships collecting them and
roaming around, fighting amongst each other.

Ideally wait for a sale but is an amazing game, well worth the cost.. This is how nightmares are made!

An ingenious indie flick not for the faint of heart (or slow of finger)! Go on, peek into the vinelands! Just remember, they might
peek back at you, and once they do.... i beat the game..whoops wrong button. Fantastic game. Great soundtrack and a
challenging puzzler. Easy to play but hard to control your greed. Definitely one of the most rewarding games I've played. It's
simple, balanced, fun and has a lot of replay value.. I bought this because of I'm a fan of Outrun series. C'mon put Outrun series
on Steam.. Great game.......Hits the Indie and retro spot!. Maze Bandit is a trap based puzzle game, ported from Moblie
(iOS\/Android) where it was sold under the same name.

You can find 30 minutes of gameplay with commentary here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YBVkpxp3Ees

I don't refer to this game also being on mobile to deter, just to inform. If this is the type of game your interested in, it might suit
your gameplay style to have it on a mobile device rather than a PC. It runs smoothly and does not feel awkward with keyboard
controls, but playing on a keyboard compared to a touch screen does mean it is easier on the PC.

The game is 90 levels long and it took me less than an hour to complete the first 30 stages. The stage difficulty did not seem to
ramp until I hit stage 30 as well, so if my gameplay stays at the same rate then there would be about 3 hours of single player
gameplay here. For an independent title I believe a dollar an hour is fair value, so I do feel that it is a bit overpriced at $3.99 and
that a $2.99 price point would be more fitting.

Each stage is made up of a variety of traps or monsters, that needed to be navigated through to reach keys. Once all the keys on
a stage have been collected the exit opens up and you can go there to progress to the next maze. Every 3 or so mazes you are
given the chance to save a princess of varying "quality". The princesses will reward you with gold, cosmetic items or new traps
types to put in your own maze. Before you can cash in though, you need to wait until the princess wakes up with the higher loot
princesses taking longer to wake.

The game is an enjoyable time-waster and provided it can get enough people to play, it has a fair amount of replayability. This
comes in the form of player created mazes. To be able to attempt other peoples mazes, you need to begin by creating your own.
The harder the maze, the higher your reward for beating it. If someone beats your maze, their winnings are taken from your
gold. So there is a balance there in that if your maze is easy, people will get a lower reward - but if its hard then there is a chance
they wont beat it at all.

I have recommended this game, even though I feel it is overpriced for the length of the single player component. Hopefully the
player created mazes can flourish, allowing this game to overcome this limitation by providing reason to come back after the
campaign is done.. Even though there is no nude patch, all the girls are worth it and are some nice eye candy. Interesting
gameplay and worth some hours of entretainment.. I was recommended to play this game and I have to say this is among the
best of text-based genre. The story is breathtaking and engaging with satisfying romance. The saga is wonderous and believable
enhanced by brilliant writing.

Although there are several flaws that are hard to ignore (spoiler alert).

One is the main villain. He's just so stereotyped like other villains in superhero movies. Since he is your father, I had expected
more interactions with him and more depth to his character, like turning him around by high persuasion skill or appealing to his
fatherly love for you, but no, he's just a stereotyped ambitious short-sighted villain. It was a huge disappointment to me.
Second is I felt that some characters are just inserted into the story to "add flavors" to romance arcs, but they are just so
unlikable with no redeeming qualities, like a rich man's son who literally shoots you then tries to steal your aero and the
manipulative female fatale who sabotages and murders to overtake your nation. Even though they did spice up the story quite a
bit, I can't help but feel they should be replaced with more interesting and less stereotyped characters.
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